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ABSTRACT
This article presents a complete algorithm lor the generation of intonation (Fo
contours) for the Greek Text-To-Speech system, based on a multi-layer label structure
that is constructed for the phonemes representÍng the input text. This structure
consr'sús of the phoneme's distinctive features, the posìtion of the syllable that the
phoneme belongs to, the prosodic label of the word that the phoneme belongs to, and
the phoneme's prosodic context in the sentence. According to the contents of that
stÍucture, the algorithm assÍgns to each phoneme of the input sentence a target pitch
level to be reached either at the beginning, or the middle, or the end of the phoneme.
When all the phonemes have been assigned the appropriate FsJevel, the overall pìtch
contouÍ is constructed by linear interpolation between the successive F6 levels.
Althougþ the method proposed seems to be a rather abstract approach, it takes ínto
consideration linguistic, phonotactics and metrical constraints of the input and not
linguistic constraints alone. In addition, the method is espcially suited Íor languages,
such as Greek, which are inllectionally rich and have gÍeat freedom of word-order.

PURPOSE AND SCOPE
To improve the naturalness of the synthetic speech, numerous methods have been
proposed, all of which differ in both the phonetic and the phonological representation of
intonation (Hirst, 1992). However, from the most radically concrete positions of
Pierrehumbert (1980) to the abstract representations of't Hart, Collier, and Cohen (1991),
and to the even more abstract approaches of Carlson and Granstrom (1973), il is evident
that the choice of a particular prosodic model strictly depends on its purpose. The aim
of our model is to produce high quality intonation contours for the Greek TTS-system,
developed in Wire Communications Laboratory for the practical application of one-way
information broadcasting i.e. reading newspapers and books.

To this end, the model is based on the results obtained from an extensive study of
Greek intonation that wâs carried out on text material recorded from just one speaker,
who was strictly instructed to speak in a "neutral" reading style. The pitch contours
extracted from natural speech were "stylized" by following the guidelines of the "perceptual
approach", developed at the Institute for Perception Research of Eindhoven QPO), but
no standardized pitch movements and pitch configurations were extracted. On the
contrary, our methodolos/ is based on the description of all the turning points produced
in the "stylüed" pitch contours in terms of discrete textual phenomena.

To extract and formulate the rules that establish the correspondence between the
linguistic constraints and prosodic properties of any input sentence, we first drew up a list
of 200 test sentences that covered the greatest possible syntactic structures of the
language. The material to be recorded was created by combining simple types of Noun
Phrases and Verb Phrases, and by increasing successively their complexity, always
producing meaningful sentences. In addition, sentences with identical syntactic structures,
but with different numbers of syllables were created. These sentences were recorded by
1 male speaker who was asked to speak in a neutral manner.
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Through the steps of "perceptual equivalencen methodolory ('t Hart, Collier and
Cohen, 1991), a resynthesized version of each recorded sentence has been created where
the original Fs contour is approximated by the smallest possible number of straight-line
segments, so thât only the fluctuations that do essentially contribute to the percePtion of
prosody are to be accounted for. The final step, was to determine all the turning points
appearing in the resynthesized Fo versions, and to describe them in terms of discrete
textual events.

ACCENTS, PHRASING, AND PHONOLOGICAL REPR"ESENTATION
Accentuation and phrasing are two of the weak points in TTS-systems (Traber 1992),

partly because syntactic information is not enough to derive a reasonable stress pattern
and phrasing and partly because the accentuation and phrasing rules are not elaborate
enough. As far as the accentuation of the Greek language is concerned, there is no
problem, because word accents are included in the orthograþhic representation of the
i¡put. However, the phrasing is a more complicated problem for the following reasons:
a. Greek is an inflectionally rich language and the problems start from the correct and
unambiguous text labelling achieved in real-time.
b. It is a language where different syntactic structures can be used to express the same
meaning. In addition, the position of constituents in a sentence is almost free and the
constituents can be moved to reflect pragmatic factors.

As a consequence, it was our deliberate choice to lay greater emphasis on
phonotactics and metrical data in the development of the model rather than upon
syntactic phenomena. However, a synt¿ctic-prosodic parsing of the input is carried out
(Epitropakis, 1993), in order to determine the phrasal units of the sentence that are
necessary to determine some of the pitch movements that are not signalled by
phonotactics and metrical events.

We finally came out to â set of linguistic information (table 1) according to which
each phoneme is labelled with a target pitch level, so that all the pitch configurations
presented in the results obtained from the resynthesized F6 contours data-base analysis
to be synthesized. Generally, each phoneme of the input is labelled according to:
- certain distinctive features (vowel/consonant, stressed/unstressed, etc.),
- the lexical position of the syllable that the phoneme belongs to (antepenultima,

penultima, ultima), and
- the phoneme's relative position to prosodically significant events, \¡/here the

boundaries between sentences, sentence and relative phrase, verb phrase (VP) and
noun phrase (NP), VP and adverbial phrase (AP), VP and prepositional phrase (PP)
are taken into account.

7t
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Table 1. Linguistic properties that are used for labelling the input phonemes.
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A set of rules that could constitute the "grammar of the intonation" of the Greek
language for neutral speaking style has been extracted. These rules are of type:

a, b, c, .. - > F6 level,
where a,b,c,.. is the above presented linguistic information labelling the phonemes of the
input. F61eve1, is a label used to assign at each phoneme one of the following tone levels:
Base, mid and top. It is not an absolute F6 value (in IIz), but a dynamic estimation of
the corresponding phoneme's pitch value in one of the three declined lines used for the
Greek language (baseline, midline and topline). Both the starting point (Hz) and the
declination slope in semitones/sec of these lines have been experimentally extracted by
statistical analysis ofthe originalpitch contours ofthe speech data-base. Equations 1 and
2 $ve the starting point B"rur, atrd the slope Brro* of the baseline respectively according
to the sentence's duration r. Additional information for the determination and the
imnlementation of the necessarv reset ooints has also been extracted.

Bstart = 120 * e(4'06U1) (t) B"roF = 3.05 / (ú+0.505) A)

INTONATION ALGORITHM
The intonation algorithm assigns to each phoneme of the input sentence a target pitch
.leve,l to be reached at the middle or the end or the start of the phoneme, according to the
rules of the intonational grammar.

For example, given the input "O aEt'Os tu f ilu mu tu t'aKi pu'idamE xTEs, pEt'ai
Fsr/'a" (=¡¡" eagle of my friend Takis, which we saw yesterday, flies high) after the
linguistic analysis (Epitropakis, 1993), which obtains data such as those shown in table 1,

the algorithm generates the overall pitch contour in the following steps:
1. Firstþ the declined lines and the appropriate reset points are determined.
2. Input in the algorithm is the phonetic representation of the input sentence plus the
corresponding labels describing the phonemes properties. The appropriate Fs-levels are
assigrred to the corresponding phonemes according to the rules of the grammar (table 2
gives the rules used in this example). A total of 67 such rules constitute the grammar for
Greek intonation. The phonological representation for the example given, is as follows:
ottl
'ida¡s,

aE\2,7lt'Ot3ls tut4,12l f ip,Tllu[9,12] mu tu[%] f a[3,7,27]Kits,e,12,2sl put?sl
7,1 2 p6 lm E t6 p7 I xTE 18 

ps ls,

Table 2. The rules of the intonational grammar used for the given example.

3. When all the phonemes have been assigned a FoJevel, the overall pitch contour is
constructed by linear interpolation between the successive levels. Figure I gives the
overall pitch contour (solid line) constructed for the example sentence according to the
Fo-levels (solid dots) that have been determined. The original pitch contour is also given
(dotted line).
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O¿Et'Ostufilumutu faK i , pu'idanExTEs, pEt'aipsil'a.

Figure 1. Synthesized pitch contour for the example mentioned above.

EVALUATION RESULTS - CONCLUSIONS
A complete methodologl for constructing intonation contours in the context of TTS-
systems has been presented. It has been shown that a successful intonation model can be
created for a language such as Greek, which has peculiar difficulties, by combining
syntactic, phonotactics and metrical data. The particular combination of data exploited
in this model permits to achieve great accuracy and to be computationally tractable in
real-time. To evaluate this methodologt, two different tests have been carried out:

The first test estimates the performance of the algorithm in correctly determining the
prosodically important turning points in the pitch contours. For this purpose, a set of
sentences have been recorded and the appropriate turning points have been manually
determined. Then the proposed algorithm has been used for the same set. Anaþis
showed that 71Vo ol these points were correctly determined. A percentage o1 lSVo were
not been determined, but the resulting overall pitch contour was almost equivalent to the
expected contour. Fina[y, 177o of the turning points have been determined incorrectþ
or have been totally missed. This omission led to unacceptable pitch contours. Generall¡
the melhod proved to be robust, but for the extraction of the grammar rules only the rules
with high statistical correlation (above 807o) in the speech data-base, are included. The
inclusion of heuristic rules witi¡ lower occurrence must be taken into account in the
future.

The second test concerns the evaluation of the speech output quality. For this reason,
preliminary tests with 4 listeners were carried out. Two different text subjects were
synthesized by the Greek TTS-system consisting of 39 sentences (650 words). The results
show that the naturalness of the resulting speech is very high. Refinement of the rules
and Spline function interpolation are in progress in order to further improve the speech

quality. In addition, a novel phrasing model (Michos et al.) is under consideration.
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